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Characters Dynamic And Static Round
Characters: Dynamic and Static, Round and Flat Student ...
•A dynamic characteris one who changes over the course of a story •A static characteris one who does not change •A round characteris one with
many aspects to his or her personality, possibly including internal conflicts •A flat characteris one who is defined by only one or a few qualities
Dynamic vs. Static Characters - ReadWriteThink.org
• Dynamic characters that experience changes throughout the plot of a story Although the change may be sudden, it is expected based on the story’s
events A story’s characters fall within a range—from very static characters that experience no change to very dynamic …
coachhazard.weebly.com
A round character is one with many aspects to his or her personality, possibly including internal conflicts A flat character is one who is defined by
only one or a few qualities Directions: Think about the characters in the book that you are reading Then, choose a dynamic character and a static
character, and contrast the two using the chart
Round and Flat Characters - Weebly
round characters If you're reading a story and you feel like you know a character extremely well, then most likely the character is round The main
character in a story is almost always round, but there are exceptions As a reader, judge whether or not the character is round or flat by trying to
write down characteristics of the character
RRJ: Types of Characters - WordPress.com
static character the character that stays the Same throughout the story flat character a character which we know very limited information about
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dynamic character a character that changes due to events in the story round character a character which we know a lot of …
Character Types Worksheet 2 - Ereading Worksheets
1 Which character is best described as the protagonist? Explain your answer 2 Is Miguel a dynamic or static character? Explain your answer 3 Is
Lawrence a static or dynamic character? Explain your answer 4 Is Lawrence a round or flat character? Explain your answer
Name: Red Kayak Character Chart
Flat Static Round Dynamic This character has one kind of personality throughout the whole novel This character’s personality doesn’t change over
the course of the novel This character has a complex per-sonality and is usually portrayed as having personal conflicts This character’s personality
does change over the course of the novel
DUTCHESS COMMUNITY COLLEGE—WRITING CENTER …
flat characters are Picasso-like two-dimensional figures, and round characters are figures which are able to jump from the canvas into the real world,
vividly three-dimensional, and ultimately more "real" Though Polonius is static and Hamlet dynamic, for example, both are arguably fully realized,
complex, and therefore "round" characters Two
I. Types of Characters Protagonist vs. Antagonist ...
f Round Characters These characters change in several ways, think and react on many levels, they are central to the story, its conflicts and its final
message Characters are well-developed or well-rounded Traits between good and bad are evened out Note: A character can be both static and flat A
character can be both dynamic and round
Character Type Notes - Pottsgrove School District
CharacterTypes(Notes(Antagonist(• Theantagonististhevillainor'badguy'inthestory $ • Thischaracterusuallycreatesaconflictfortheprotagonist $
Name Period Standards Focus: Character Types
• Round characters are complicated and fully developed • Flat characters are simple and uninteresting • Dynamic characters are those that grow or
change emotionally or learn a lesson • Static characters never change or grow in the story Directions: For the following characters, label each as
protagonist or antagonist (or neither);
Character Types Worksheet 1 - Ereading Worksheets
Character Types Worksheet 1 Directions: Read the short story Pay close attention to the characters Respond to the questions that follow "Let me get
your brownie," Jawanna barked at Maria as she towered over her in the lunchroom Maria did not want to give Jawanna her brownie
TEACHER GUIDANCE - Georgia Standards
feelings, and actions of other characters towards that character • Identify and analyze the elements of plot • Understand and identify differences
between static and dynamic/flat and round characters • Analyze multiple motivations and characters who embody disparate characteristics (for
example, Gollum in
Static or Dynamic Character Analysis Worksheet
static or dynamic Static Character: Dynamic Character : The author may develop flat and round characters throughout a story A static character does
not change over the course of a story A dynamic character has more depth through the character development and interaction with other characters
Character Types - Ms. Porter's Class
Round characters are usually dynamic (change in some way over the course of a story) - In Harry Potter, Hermione and Ron are round characters - In
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the Hunger Games, Peeta is a round character Character Types • Static Character –a character that remains primarily the same throughout a story
or novel Events in the story do not alter a static
Characterization
ROUND CHARACTER A round character has a complex personality Like real people, they have depth in feelings and passions Their personalities can
be complicated and sometimes inconsistent These characters tend to be dynamic and often play a major role in the text since major characters need
to …
Act 1 Focus: Character
Act 1 Focus: Dramatic Foil Dramatic foil: highlights the traits of another character through contrast Example, Benvolio, who tries to quiet a group of
brawling servants, is a foil of Tybalt, who has a fiery hot temper As we read: Try and look for the dramatic foils and round/flat, dynamic/static
CHARACTERIZATION
Notes Today Protagonist vs Antagonist Stock Characters Round vs Flat Characters Dynamic vs Static Characters Direct vs Indirect Characterization
Grade Ten - Georgia Standards
feelings, and actions of other characters towards that character • Identify and analyze the elements of plot • Understand and identify differences
between static and dynamic/flat and round characters • Analyze multiple motivations of characters who embody disparate characteristics (for
example, Gollum in …
Notes: “The Most Dangerous Game” - Ms. Stafford's ...
Notes: “The Most Dangerous Game” 3 Death Swamp: R escapes the quicksand and is inspired to create a new trap Digs a hole 12’ away from Death
Swamp 4 Burmese Tiger Pit: sharpens tree branches and sets up pointed stakes inside the 5’ hole; kills one of Z’s best dogs ! “He lived a year in a
minute” (32) = one very long minute! 5
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